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Opinion
In the empty corridor, silence prevails. A few days have passed 

and that patient in a new hospital stay. She wanted all the time in 
the world and as it was not possible, she reinvented herself in po-
etry, transforming her pain into art, eternalizing herself.

The Arche

The beginning

The essence

The life cycle: from birth to death

The right to life, to existence.

Welcoming and caring arm in arm

Ardently wishing for more than just surviving

No matter if it is for a few months or days

Life

Indelicacy
An indelicacy is like a petal that comes off a rose in a natural 

state of beauty.

Time
In the afternoon, weeping quietly

Awakens with an open dry mouth

Naked body

Light-colored clothes on the floor

At night, in a dream full of complicit glances

Half-open windows waiting

Let me live without haste

At Night
That night different from the others

Dreams and sweets

Inspiration

Searching

The old as the valuable wine at hand

Free in nature

Moves ahead without a curve

The Trip
The woman felt such an intense pain that the gray color pre-

vailed and the courage said farewell, but it was necessary to find 
the way out. In calmness in proximity to peace the creation in ex-
act tone. From strangeness came power and she followed the stars 
instinctively.
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